Product Guide

Introduction
Dogtra Company produces the world’s finest e-collars.
Dogtra’s focus is on offering user-friendly e-collars that
are designed for the most demanding training conditions.
Dogtra offers a complete line of e-collars from small-breed
pet trainers to a variety of sporting dog units
as well as K-9 Police work.

Why Dogtra?
Is your dog controlling your life? Does it steal food from the counter,
nuisance bark, pull you on walks, or ignore you when called at
home or in the hunting field? If you answered yes to any or all of
these questions, then it’s time to take charge with a Dogtra e-collar.
Regardless of your dog’s behavior issues, Dogtra has an e-collar to fit
your needs. Our patented Exact-stim, stimulation control, offers an
exact correction level for every dog’s temperament, without jumps
in between levels. Coupled with our non-stimulating attention
getter pager/vibration feature, you have all the tools you need to
modify your dog’s behavior.

Major features found on Dogtra E-collars
Stimulation Levels
Our patented Exact-stim, stimulation control offers the precise correction level for every dog’s temperament.
The Exact-stim gives you a wide range of stimulation without jumps in between levels.
Stimulation Types – “Nick” and “Constant”
Nick stimulation is a momentary rapid burst of stimulation to get your dogs attention.
Constant stimulation is on as long as you hold the button down and is used for demanding training situations or for stubborn dogs.
Non-stimulating Attention Getter
The pager is a non-stimulating attention getter where the receiver/collar vibrates to get the dogs attention without
stimulation.
Stimulation Output
Dogtra offers two types of stimulation output units. Our low/medium output units are for dogs with mild dispositions, and
low/high output units are for stubborn dogs or for demanding training situations.
Waterproof
Most Dogtra e-collars are fully waterproof (both handheld transmitter and receiver/collar).
Note: the iQ Pet series handheld transmitters are water-resistant.

Ranges
Dogtra offers a full line of e-collars with different ranges for a variety of uses: 1600, 1200, 800, 600, and 400 meters.
Battery Type/Charging Time
Ni-MH batteries, 10-hr charging time.
Lithium Polymer batteries, 2-hr rapid charge.
Liquid Crystal Display LCD
Most units have an LCD screen so you can view the exact stimulation level and remaining battery life.
The screen has a back light for low light or night time usage.
Belt Clip
Some units have a belt clip for easy carrying of the transmitter.
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Pathfinder

The Dogtra Pathfinder brings GPS e-collar technology
right to your smartphone, giving you a more intelligent
and responsive way to track and train your dogs.
- Smartphone GPS tracking and training with no cellular data required
- Full e-collar functions, including Nick/Constant stimulation and Tone
- Tracking Only Mode modes with verifiable data and secure contact point covers
- Detailed satellite and terrain maps along with an offline map mode
- Two-second update rate for greater tracking accuracy
- Map zoom capability for superior tracking detail
- Geo-fence and alert options let you customize boundaries and
receive notifications
- Easy location sharing for dogs and dog owners
- Expandable to 21 additional GPS Collar and Connector devices
- History playback on your smartphone and computer
- 15 km line-of-sight range to cover your most active runner
- Fully waterproof for use in all environments

- Long-lasting rapid charge lithium polymer batteries
- Custom alerts for dog actions using pop ups, sound and vibration
- Rheostat volume with stimulation levels 1-100, for every type of
dog training situation
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2500T&B
The next generation of compact training & beeper collars, designed for the serious upland hunter. Dogtra’s 2500 T&B’s
beeper horn is built into the receiver and eliminates the bulky horn that sits on top of your dog’s head like other beeper units.
- Precise stimulation level (0-127)
- 1600 meters range
- Nick and Constant stimulation
- High and Low tone beeper (Single-dog unit only)
- Three beeper modes - 'Run & Point', 'Point Only', and 'Locate'
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer batteries
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- LCD screen displays exact level of stimulation even in dark or low light conditions
- Three bar battery life indicator
- Also available in 2-dog unit : 2502T&B
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4500 EDGE

4500 EDGE
The 4500 EDGE is a fully customizable/expandable e-collar designed for professionals and serious amateurs.
- Interchangeable Rheostat intensity dial or Selector “Step” dial stimulation
- Stimulation types in Nick, Constant, and a non-stimulating Pager vibration mode
- Built in high intensity LED lights on the receiver/collar
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer batteries
- LCD screen displays exact level of stimulation, mode, and a 3 bar battery life icon
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- 1600 meters range
- Expandable to a two, three, or four-dog system
- Interchangeable contact points for a variety of coat lengths
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3500NCP Super-X
The 3500NCP labeled the Super-X because of the X-tra features, X-ceptional range and is
designed for X-treme training situations!
- Precise stimulation level (0 -127)
- 1600 meters range
- Stimulation types in Nick, Constant, and a non-stimulating Pager vibration mode
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer batteries
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- LCD screen displays exact level of stimulation even in dark or low light conditions
- Regular/mild setting toggle switch, gives you the option to adjust the range of
stimulation levels for your dog’s sensitivity
- Three bar battery life indicator on transmitter
- Also available in 2-dog unit : 3502NCP
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ARC1200S
The ARC1200S is a versatile e-collar made for pet, K-9, and sport dog training where high output is required.
- Dog ergonomic receiver/collar
- Checkered grips on the handheld transmitter
- ‘Nick’ and ‘Constant’ stimulation along with the High Performance Pager
- Enhanced contact points
- Precise stimulation level (0-127)
- 1200 meters range
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer batteries
- Low to high power stimulation
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- LCD screen displays exact level of stimulation even in dark or low light conditions
- Also available in 2-dog unit : ARC1202S
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ARC800
The Dogtra ARC800 features a low profile receiver collar that is ergonomically shaped to your dog’s neck.
- Slim design receiver/collar ergonomically shaped to your dog’s neck
- ‘Nick’ and ‘Constant’ stimulation along with a non-stimulating pager/vibration
- Checkered grips on the handheld transmitter
- User expandable to a two-dog system
- LCD screen displays exact level of stimulation even in dark or low light conditions
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- Low to medium power stimulation
- 800 meters range
- Rechargeable 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer battery
- Precise stimulation level (0-127)
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ARC800 CAMO
The Dogtra ARC800 features a low profile receiver collar that is ergonomically shaped to your dog’s neck.
- Durable high finish camo strap and transmitter
- Slim design receiver/collar ergonomically shaped to your dog’s neck
- ‘Nick’ and ‘Constant’ stimulation along with a non-stimulating pager/vibration
- Checkered grips on the handheld transmitter
- LCD screen displays exact level of stimulation even in dark or low light conditions
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- Low to medium power stimulation
- 800 meters range
- Rechargeable 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer battery
- Precise stimulation level (0-127)
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RB 1000
The next generation of compact remote beeper collars, designed for the serious upland hunter. Dogtra’s RB1000’s
beeper horn is built into the receiver and eliminates the bulky horn that sits on top of your dog’s head.
- Audible 400 meters range
- 2 High and 2 Low tones beeper
- Three beeper modes - 'Run & Point', 'Point Only', and 'Locate'
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer batteries
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- LCD screen displays the mode and sound type even in dark or low light conditions
- Three bar battery life indicator
- Also available in 2-dog unit : RB1002

StB-Hawk

StB-Hawk
The Dogtra StB-Hawk Beeper collar uses micro computer technology to generate distinctly different beeper sounds.
The use of a sound booster element and the long duration/double beep/hawk sound makes the beeper collars much
easier to hear at long range.
- Special hawk sound in the pointing mode (optional)
- 400 meters beeper audible range
- Two beeper modes – “Run & Point”, “Point”
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer battery
- Fully waterproof beeper collar

640C
The 640C is an ultra-compact system that packs all the features of larger Dogtra collars but designed for small to medium-sized dogs.
- Ultra-compact receiver/collar designed for smaller dogs
- Checkered grips on the handheld transmitter
- ‘Nick’ and ‘Constant’ stimulation along with the High Performance Pager
- Enhanced contact points
- Precise stimulation level (0-127)
- 600 meters range
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer batteries
- Low to medium power stimulation
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- LCD screen displays exact level of stimulation even in dark or low light conditions
- Also available in 2-dog unit : 642C
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610C
The 610C is a no-nonsense trainer with intuitive one handed controls and an ultra-compact receiver/collar
designed for small to medium-sized dogs.
- Ultra-compact receiver/collar designed for smaller dogs
- Easy to use 1-handed operation
- ‘Nick’ and ‘Constant’ stimulation along with the High Performance Pager
- Enhanced contact points
- Precise stimulation level (0-100)
- 600 meters range
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer batteries
- Low to medium power stimulation
- Fully waterproof transmitter and receiver/collar
- Also available in 2-dog unit : 612C
- Upcoming 610C model will be available with the Selector Step dial
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YS110

The YS110 is a water-resistant no bark collar designed for small breeds.
The YS110 no bark collar is the best way to prevent your dog from barking excessively.
- 6 Levels of Stimulation
- Water Resistant Receiver
- Replaceable Coin Batteries Included (2)
- Reduced Size Receiver
- Vocal Cord Sensor
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YS600
The YS600 is a high powered no bark collar with 10 levels of stimulation and a vibration only
mode featuring the High Powered Pager.
- Dog ergonomic receiver/collar
- Persistent Bark Indicator displayed on deactivation
- Non-stimulating High Performance Pager
- Enhanced contact points
- Precise stimulation level (0-10)
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer batteries
- Low to high power stimulation
- Fully waterproof receiver/collar
- Superior Advanced Bark Sensor technology
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YS300
Bark activated "no-bark collar" for small to medium size dogs.
- "Bark Recognition" that distinguishes a dogs barking from its surrounding ambient noises
- Non-electrical vibration warning prior to the stimulation
- 6 intensity levels (2-7) for a wide variety of dispositions
- Fits small to medium-sized dogs (Collar/Receiver weight : 110 g)
- 2-hour rapid charge Lithium Polymer battery
- LED battery life Indicator
- Fully waterproof

Fully Waterproof

New for 2017
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New for 2017

E-Fence 3500

The Dogtra E-Fence 3500 containment system lets you set custom
boundaries around your property that allows your dog to be safe in your yard.
- Fully Waterproof Receiver/Collar
- Non-Stimulating High Performance Pager
- 8 Intensity Levels on the Receiver/Collar
- Easy to Add Additional Receiver/Collars
- Wire Breakage Light & Tone
- Advanced Filtering System
- 2-Hour Rapid Charge Lithium Polymer Batteries
- Sleep Mode to Save Battery Life
- Long Range Signal with 16 Ha Maximum Area Coverage
- Low to Medium Power Stimulation
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PL/QL Launcher
The PL and QL bird launcher systems are great tools to help train your hunting dog.
The PL launcher is designed for pheasant and chukar size game birds. The QL launcher is designed for quail or barn pigeon size birds.
- Maximum air flow for scent distribution
- Adjustable spring tension allows adjustment
of throwing height
- Dimensions - QL = 218 x 114 x 109 (mm)
- PL = 335 x 175 x 175 (mm)
(RR Deluxe electronics are needed to operate
either PL or QL launcher and are sold separately)

RR Deluxe

RR Deluxe
Designed for the Dogtra PL and QL bird launchers but is compatible with most after-market
bird/bumper launcher systems. The RR Deluxe features the most advanced technology
to help sharpen your dog’s skills for upland hunting, retriever work, or for competitions.
- Advanced 2 port system so you can run two launchers off one receiver (extension cable required)
- Dual sound attention getter features a realistic duck or beep sound
- A maximum of 16 launchers can be operated off a single transmitter (extra receivers required)
- User friendly coding means you can add extra receivers and match them any time, anywhere
- 1600 meters range
- Rechargeable Ni-MH batteries
- Multi colored LED light battery life indicator

1600 m Range

Beep/Duck Call

Accessories
Dogtra also carries a full line of accessories for your e-collar needs.
To shop for accessories, please see our website :

www.dogtra-europe.com
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Car Charger Ni-MH

Conductive Plastic Contact point
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Li-Po (2hr rapid charge)
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Reference Guide
A quick reference guide to help you find the proper e-collar for your dog. Please see the individual page for
more information on each product.
GPS Tracking
Pathfinder
Pet/gun dog training units for mild/normal disposition dogs
610C / 640C / ARC800
Pet/gun dog/k-9 training units for stubborn dogs/demanding training situations
ARC1200S / 3500NCP Super-X / 4500 EDGE
Long range training units for all breeds
ARC1200S / 3500NCP Super-X / 4500 EDGE / 610C / 640C / ARC800
Training and beeper unit
2500 T&B / RB1000 / StB-Hawk
Small and medium breed no bark collar
YS300 /YS110
* The photographs of the units in this product guide are not to scale.

Large breed no bark collar
YS600
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